We learn much about Jewish book production and how books functioned in the middle ages. She addresses issues of patronage and the audience of these haggadot, highlighting the cultural background of these texts. She shows us the complex background to these works by developing a theory of art production based not only on pictorial models but also on memory, which has received significant attention recently in medieval studies, and its role in this production.
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Kogman-Appel's contribution to the scholarship of medieval Judaism is manifold. She introduces the reader to the complexity of Jewish Sephardic cultural life in the Crown of Aragon in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Especially important is her focus on the interaction between Jews in Aragon and Jews in Italy and Capetian France. She also shows the reader how the main characters of medieval Jewish life, especially Nahmanides and his students, interpreted Genesis and Exodus so as not only to try to maintain a truly Jewish approach to these texts but as a way to defend themselves against Christian conversionary interpretations of them.
With regard to Jewish-Christian interaction in the Middle Ages, the book demonstrates how images were borrowed and adapted from earlier Jewish and Christian models, an adaptation that tells us about the how these biblical stories from Genesis and Exodus were remembered and produced into visual form by the Sephardic Jews. Most important for those interested in Jewish-Christian relations is how certain images were transformed from a Christian environment and its Christological focus to one which reinforced a Jewish approach to these texts. These images were intended to confirm and strengthen Jewish faith in a time and place in which Christianity was the dominant religion. Kogman-Appel offers a thorough presentation on such figures of the Hebrew Scriptures as Abraham's greeting of the three angels and the binding of Isaac to show how Jewish artists incorporated these same scenes into the haggadot without including the Christological elements that were central to the Christian models.
This book, therefore, opens the reader to a fascinating view of the role of the book in medieval Jewish life. We learn about different types of Jewish literature (haggadot, mahzorim, piyyutim, etc.) and about the role played by early rabbinic writings and midrash in the history of biblical interpretation and in these visual images. We also learn about biblical exegesis in the Middle Ages and the roles of rationalism, allegory, typology, and the kabbalah in approaching the sacred text. The truly illuminating lessons about medieval Jewish art, life, and culture along with a deepened understanding of Jewish-Christian interaction in the Middle Ages make an extremely valuable contribution in this publication.
